Join us at WTSA-16 in Tunisia and help set the standardization agenda for the future of the Information Society.

Help build the digital economy

Be a part of the discussion on the standards and initiatives which will help enable the digital economy. The future shape of the Internet of Things (IoT), smart cities, cybersecurity and 5G are all underpinned by the work we will do at WTSA-16.

References: Intel, IDC, Cisco, ITU.

Join us at WTSA-16 in Hammamet, Tunisia, from 25th October to 3rd November, to play a part in crafting the future of ICT.

Over 300 new ITU standards released each year

Over 4000 active standards in use

WTSA-16 will provide members with a standardization toolkit optimized to assist government and industry in achieving their ambitions for the year 2020 and beyond.

The future shape of the Internet of Things (IoT), smart cities, cybersecurity and 5G are all underpinned by the work we will do at WTSA-16.

For more than 150 years, the International Telecommunication Union has been at the center of future communications and today ITU standards are no go or no show in virtually every sector of communications.

Enabling next-generation apps and services

ITU standards support a wide array of industry sectors in their use of ICTs as enabling technologies and assist in meeting the challenges of the 21st century.

2020 vision and beyond

ITU will provide measures with a standardization toolkit optimized to assist government and industry in achieving their ambitions for the year 2020 and beyond.

The future shape of the Internet of Things (IoT), smart cities, cybersecurity and 5G are all underpinned by the work we will do at WTSA-16.

Be a part of it

Join us at WTSA-16 in Hammamet, Tunisia, from 25th October to 3rd November, to play a part in crafting the future of ICT.

http://www.itu.int/wtsa16/